CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION, THE KIDS FESTIVAL

1. The concursal section of The Kids Festival Online for creations of all parts of the world is opened for
the participation of any sector of the cinema industry. There will only be admitted movies directed to
infantile/adolescent public that should fulfill the bases of the festival, there matters neither the language or
the year of production of the work. If the participant isn´t the director/producer of a film, it must be provided
with the permission of this one to present it to contest (The organization will be able to claim this permission
of accreditation in some moment).
2. The term of inscription of works will be announced by The Kids Festival Online with enough advance in
its official mass media (web page, social networks and press releases). La organization reserves the right
to modify in case of need the dates of the festival.
3. The organization of The Kids Festival Online can request you in any moment of the prize winning
process that you sends an official inscription sheet to validate your participation. This document will be able
to download it in the official web of the festival and you will have to sign it accepting these conditions.
4. The inscription FEE to the festival has a cost of 10 Euros and grants the right to benefit from the
scholarships of formation of the Social Action of the organization except disqualification (see point 14). The
way of payment of Fee will be specified in the web and inscription sheet of the festival.
5. As soon as it was got the movie and the payment of Fee correctly for the festival, the participant remains
a registered person officially in The Kids Festival Online. In case the participant decides to withdraw its
participation or discredited, Fee will be neither refundable nor applicable to another inscription.
6. The organization reserves the right, on proper initiative or at the proposal of the jury, of modifying
categories or subdividing some of them if for the nature of the same sandal different forms. The
organization will have voice and entire vote for the selection of the special awards.
7. The mailing of the film to The Kids Festival Online will be done across the platform that is indicated in
the web of the festival.
8. The material and the presented documents will happen to be part of the file of The Kids Festival
Online. The participants authorize the exhibition in public or deprived of the presented pieces, as well as its
edition for the promotion of the festival.
9. The participant must attend to the requests of the organization in the term established to do it. To
disobey these period or requests can be a disqualification cause.
10. The awards will be decided by a jury composed by different professionals of the world of the movies,
the communication and the production, having the organization voice and vote in special awards or
honorific awards.
11. The winners will be selected by countries. All the selected ones as the jury will have the same winner’s
condition, without distinction or classification as punctuation.

12. The participants rewarded by the jury will have the following rights and privileges of completely free
form:

- Winner´s official certificate of The Kids Festival Online organization (send by e-mail).
- Include the winning film in the official winner´s list of The Kids Festival Online for this year edition.
- The transfer of the The Kids Festival Online Copyright for the promotional use as winner of the festival
as well as the laurel that credits the award.
- To include the winning work in the Online Ceremony produced by the organization and published in the
official mass media of The Kids Festival Online.
13. The prize-winning participants will be able to gain access also to the following services with special
discounts in its price (optional) they will be specified in the winner´s document:
- Official winner´s Statuette: Cost 295 Euros.
- Official winner´s Statuette replica: Cost 295 Euros.
- Added notes notarial certificate of winner of the festival: Cost 195 Euros.
- Copy of official winner´s list of the festival added notes by notary: Cost 195 Euros.
- Special Pack Official Statuette + Notarial certificate: Cost 395 Euros.
The documents are added notes by a notary of an official way, across the official system It Adds notes of
The Hague with international validity. The statuettes are numbered and created handmade form by a
sculptor of an exclusive way for the winner.
The postage and packing of these services will be supported by the winner and they will depend on the
tariffs established by the Courier service at the moment of the mailing.
14. The organization of The Kids Festival Online will grant to all the participants a formation scholarship to
study of online form a Master´s degree TO STUDIED IN SPANISH LANGUAGE with Campus Universitario
Europeo, valued for more than 3.995€. The persons in charge of the Campus will inform the participants
especially the related thing to the Master´s degree as soon as it be finished the festival. The discredited
ones will lose this right.
15. All the participants can acquire products and merchandising with the mark The Kids Festival Online
across the Online shop of the web of the festival.
16. On having talked each other of an Online festival, the winner´s list as well as the Online Ceremony
produced by the organization will be published in www.thekidsfestival.es as well as in social networks,
press releases and other means of diffusion of The Kids Festival Online.
17. To make use of the emblems of The Kids Festival Online or to use the winner´s designation without it
being will be made known of the authorities in this competition, which were reserving the right to denounce
this for legal routes.
18. A winner will be able to be disqualified and destitute of its awards in case of infringing the established in
these bases, without crediting to be an author of the work that it presents, not to have assent of the creator
to present its work, to go in a disrespectful way before the organization, etc…
19. The organization reserves the right to withdraw from the Festival the whole material that is offensive,
defective, damages the human rights, incites violent or annoying attitudes, damages the animal rights or
reflects neither the spirit or the theme of this festival. Neither will be accepted movies or shorts witch
messages have been declared illicit by the courts of organisms of self-regulation. These participants will be
discredited.
20. The organization of the festival remains authorized to solve any risk not foreseen in these conditions.
*Bases deposited with a notary.

